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A B S T R A C T

Driven by advancements in Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things (IoT), digital twins (DT), and cyber–physical
systems (CPS), there is a growing interest in the digitalizing of asset integrity management. CPS, in particular, is
a pivotal technology for the development of intelligent and interconnected systems. The design of a scalable,
low-latency communication network with efficient data management is crucial for connecting physical and
digital twins in heterogeneous robot fleets. This paper introduces a generalized cyber–physical architecture
aimed at governing an autonomous multi-robot ecosystem via a scalable communication network. The objective
is to ensure accurate and near-real-time perception of the remote environment by digital twins during robot
missions. Our approach integrates techniques such as downsampling, compression, and dynamic bandwidth
management to facilitate effective communication and cooperative inspection missions. This allow for efficient
bi-directional data exchange between digital and physical twins, thereby enhancing the overall performance
of the system.

This study contributes to the ongoing research on the deployment of cyber–physical systems for heteroge-
neous multi-robot fleets in remote inspection missions. The feasibility of the approach has been demonstrated
through simulations in a representative environment. In these experiments, a fleet of robots is used to
map an unknown building and generate a common 3D probabilistic voxel-grid map, while evaluating and
managing bandwidth requirements. This study represents a step forward towards the practical implementation
of continuous remote inspection with multi-robot systems through cyber–physical infrastructure. It offers
potential improvements in scalability, interoperability, and performance for industrial asset monitoring.
1. Introduction

The growing interest in developing mobile robots for inspection,
maintenance, and repair (IMR) is reflected by the increasing number of
studies being published in literature. IMR robots prove to be valuable
in hazardous and challenging environments where humans find it
difficult to access, such as mines [1,2], in-pipes [3–5], subterranean
environments [6,7], and nuclear power plants that contain radioac-
tive materials [8]. These environments often present unknowns and
potential dangers, making the IMR task difficult. Nevertheless, the
requirement to inspect and maintain on a regular basis ensures the
safety and reliability of the assets and the whole facility, preventing
problems that will cost human lives or valuable resources [9].
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Inspection robots can be an important tool in industrial asset
management, particularly in remote and challenging environments.
They can help improve the safety of human workers and allow for
more efficient and accurate remote operations in hazardous environ-
ments inaccessible to humans. Within a nuclear facility, they are used
for a variety of tasks such as decontamination [10], welding [11],
leakage inspections [12], exploring and assessing radiation [13,14],
navigation with radiation awareness [15], and characterization and
inspection operations on the ground [16,17], aerial [18,19] as well as
underwater [20,21].

One of the most common applications of inspection robots in indus-
trial facilities is the remote inspection of the environment, which can
be divided into the two categories of characterization and monitoring.
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Fig. 1. The elements of remote inspection process.

These elements are illustrated in Fig. 1. The characterization can be
described as going into the environment which is likely to be unknown
and mapping the 2D/3D space or measuring some properties. Once
the characterization is done, the monitoring process will involve going
back to the same environment and seeing if any changes are occurring
by re-measuring those properties. These robots are typically equipped
with a wide range of sensors and instruments, including laser sensors,
cameras, and mission-specific detectors such as radiation detectors, that
allow them to collect data about the facility and identify any potential
issues [22]. They can also be controlled remotely by a human operator
or operated autonomously, which means they are programmed to nav-
igate and perform tasks on their own [23]. Both ways require getting
the data back from the remote system and visualizing it appropriately to
help the operator make better decisions, such as changing the schedule
of the inspection based on the inspection data they have gotten to date.

Current state-of-the-art inspection robots are typically tested and
deployed individually, and their functionality is usually based on the
manufacturer’s instructions. However, with a single robot, there are
limitations in terms of surveying and performing missions that involve
complex and comprehensive objectives. The use of multiple robots to
perform inspection tasks in a coordinated manner can be particularly
useful in large or complex environments where a single robot may not
be able to cover all areas or perform all tasks well [24]. Multi-robot
systems can also provide a higher level of reliability, efficiency, and ef-
fectiveness, particularly in extreme and challenging environments [25].
In the event of the failure of any robot, other robots can be used to
compensate for the failed one in order to complete the mission.

Multi-robot systems are proposed for a variety of different coop-
erative inspection tasks, such as search and rescue [26], underground
exploration missions [27], monitoring environmental measurements in
green houses [28], and aerial surveys [29]. On the other hand, there are
also some challenges associated with employing multi-robot inspection
systems, such as the need to coordinate the actions of the multiple
robots and ensure that they are working effectively together, as well as
the software architecture required for controlling and communicating
with robots [30]. The multi-robot systems are further expanded upon
when considering the human interaction aspect of robot swarms. The
survey paper [31] provides a comprehensive overview of various inter-
action modalities and emphasizes the importance of considering human
factors in the design and operation of robot swarms. This is a crucial
aspect that should be taken into account in the field of cyber–physical
systems.

Cyber–physical systems enable inspection robots to reach their full
potential by connecting them to a digital version of themselves and
their environment [32]. This is accomplished through IoT and twinning
technologies such as digital twins, in which the real and virtual worlds
blend together seamlessly and robots work easily hand-in-hand [33].
There are several potential benefits to using digital twin approaches
for inspection robots. One benefit is the ability to test and evaluate
the performance of inspection robots in a virtual environment before
they are deployed in the field. This can help to identify and address
potential issues or challenges that the robot may encounter, improving
73

its reliability and performance [34].
Another benefit of digital twins is the ability to monitor and analyze
the data collected by inspection robots, helping to provide a better
understanding of the conditions and environment in which the robot is
operating [35]. This can be particularly useful for identifying potential
problems or opportunities for improvement. Digital twins can also be
used to give operators tools to help them make decisions in real-
time. The virtual rendering of sensor data can be used to create rich
3D reconstructions of certain environments, which can help reduce
operational risks in real-world situations [36].

In the case of multi-robot fleets, the implementation of a cyber–
physical system architecture provides better insight into the collective
outcome of a mission while keeping track of the real-time status of
its individual members. However, digitalization and digital twins also
have their own set of potential problems or challenges that need to
be considered, such as the communication requirements of seamless
integration with physical systems as well as cybersecurity aspects of
data security and privacy [37,38].

While significant research interest exists in communication net-
works, there is still a lack of wireless data standards specifically de-
signed to facilitate information exchange in multi-robot systems [39].
Current network capabilities rely on generic wireless data networking
standards that lack the communication-aware algorithms necessary for
optimization, especially in addressing challenges such as synchronicity
and message frequency [39]. As a result, the development and selection
of multi-robot network technologies need to be developed explicitly to
manage the dynamics of the application [40].

Teams of researchers through the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) Subterranean Challenge (SubT) [41] present
and investigate the current state-of-the-art methods for operating het-
erogeneous multi-robot fleets. SubT teams have employed both wired
and wireless methods for information exchange between robots and
the user interface. Additionally, some teams employed mesh networks
to address challenges related to wireless communication networking
coverage and accommodate a wide range of bandwidths in under-
ground environments [42]. Despite the unique features adopted by the
SubT teams for sharing data, there is convergence and commonality
in the approaches used across teams, particularly in preprocessing
LIDAR data. This includes relying on local single robot methods such as
downsampling (e.g., voxel grid filtering, de-skewing, range-clip filter,
intensity-threshold filter) and compression (e.g., draco) to reduce the
data volume transmitted to the base station or other robots to man-
age communication within bandwidth constraints [42]. Furher, Team
CoSTAR [43], who won the Urban event of the DARPA SubT, utilized
a data management system [44] that uses a practical implementation
with the hybrid of ROS 1 and 2 data distribution service over a
commercial mesh communication network. Team CERBERUS [45] the
winner of the Final event of the DARPA SubT, along with CoSTAR,
employed centralized mapping server topologies, where the base sta-
tion facilitates a collective optimization process across the multi-robot
team. In contrast, the remaining teams utilized a decentralized strategy,
allowing individual robots to operate independently of one another,
with occasional sharing of map fragments. Despite not continuing data
sharing, the CTU-CRAS-NORLAB team [46] encountered a 10-second
delay in teleoperating robots and frequent crashes in the operator
interface. These issues significantly impacted manual control, especially
under intermittent networking coverage and varied bandwidths. This
highlights the essential need for CPS architecture and emphasizes the
necessity for a coordinated optimization process to ensure network
integrity and stable data rates. Such optimization involves dynami-
cally adjusting communication capacity while maintaining seamless
integration with other system components.

1.1. Contribution

In this paper, our aim is to investigate how a mixed fleet of robots

with different locomotion capabilities (wheeled, legged, and aerial)
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Fig. 2. Conceptual view of the proposed multi-robot cyber–physical infrastructure.

can utilize a CPS architecture integrated with a scalable, low-latency
communication network, specifically focusing the characterization of
challenging remote environments. This study extends the work in [47]
by focusing on the scalability of inspection robots in a heterogeneous
fleets of robots. Scalability, here, refers to either increasing the number
of robots, which leads to a multi-robot fleet, or dealing with network
communication limitations, such as managing network bandwidth and
reducing latency.

Our contribution lies in adapting existing solutions to facilitate
effective remote inspection tasks within a multi-robot setting. While the
use of fleets of robots for inspection and the individual components of
the proposed architecture (i.e., physical twin, digital twin, and digital
tissue) are not novel in themselves, we have tailored these solutions
for the demands of scalable multi-robot inspection such as low-latency
communication capabilities that allow for real-time coordination, ef-
ficient data management strategies that optimize the use of available
bandwidth and adjust to the changing needs of the multi-robot fleet.
These features address the unique challenges of coordinating and gov-
erning multiple robots in a cyber–physical architecture when compared
to the DARPA Sub-T.

Moreover, our work has practical implications for the implemen-
tation of continuous remote inspection with multi-robot systems. By
demonstrating how these existing solutions can be integrated and
adapted to meet the specific requirements of multi-robot inspection
tasks, our work is an important step towards putting these kinds of
systems to use in a cyber–physical infrastructure.

2. Cyber–physical system architecture for multi-robot fleets

In this study, we propose a new generalized CPS architecture to
explore and characterize remote inspection activities in heterogeneous
multi-robot fleets. A suite of tools is presented to address the manage-
ment, scalability, and decision support challenges of remote inspection
missions. The proposed system, shown in Fig. 2, consists of three tools:
(1) a physical twin, (2) a digital twin, and (3) a digital tissue.

Furthermore, a UML use case diagram, depicted in Fig. 3, is used to
identify system requirements through various use cases and interactions
coordinated by different types of actors. There are three main actors
interacting with the system: the digital twin operator, robots, and re-
searchers. The researchers are responsible for setting up the digital twin
interface, choosing a simulated environment, providing and analyzing
data, and ensuring that real-world assets are accurately represented in
the digital twin interface through communication networks. The robots,
equipped with sensors, perform inspections and provide inspection data
to the digital twins for visualization and execution of multi-robot map-
ping use cases. They also receive motor commands from teleoperation
data sources such as a real or virtual joystick. Meanwhile, the digital
twin operator uses digital twins to control robots, monitor analytic
74
Fig. 3. A UML use-case diagram or higher-level view of the proposed system.

information about real-world assets, such as multi-robot mapping of 3D
space, and track state changes of robots to make better decisions based
on inspection data.

2.1. Overall communication architecture and integration

In the development of a multi-robot system, the initial step involves
identifying the various types of robots and their behaviors in the
mission environment to enable autonomous missions. This encompasses
essential functionalities such as mapping, localization, navigation, and
other foundational capabilities. Secondly, the integration of DT pro-
vides overseeing the operations of a multi-robot fleet and enables in-
tervention in inspections when necessary. DT supports real-time sensor
visualization through status updates and fosters human collaboration.
Finally, the system incorporates features that establish an efficient and
scalable communication network for enabling inter-robot coordination
and timely sharing of information within the DT interface.

This paper utilizes publicly available digitalization and software
tools to present a solution for coordinating a cyber–physical multi-
robot ecosystem. ROS is adopted due to its provision of standardized
functionalities as an open-source middleware. It provides a flexible
framework designed for the development of robot software that can
easily scale and be interchanged. Moreover, ROS facilitates the cre-
ation of distributed software communication architectures through its
publish–subscribe messaging mechanism, operating based on TCP/IP,
along with tools for introspection. These capabilities make ROS as a de
facto framework for meeting the diverse requirements of multi-robot
system architectures.

Fig. 4 provides a graphical summary of these component implemen-
tations as well as the data flow strategy within the system of systems
and how it is connected to the human operator. The efficient exchange
(i.e. reception and transmission) of data in this domain is a crucial
aspect of the operability of the cyber–physical system. This makes the
integration process a crucial aspect of the current work.

All physical instances of the robots provide updates of its pose and
sensor-collected data based on their respective coordinate frames. Data
originates from the individual operating systems of each robot and is
passed on to the digital tissue. Specifically, the point cloud is first down-
sampled, then compressed, and the frequency control of the compressed
data is maintained by the bandwidth manager, resulting in reduced
bandwidth and high transmission performance. After transmission, the
decompressed point cloud is then relayed to the digital twin which is
then presented to the human operator through a user interface.

The live map, generated by stitching together the sensor data from
each robot, is available in the central digital twin node. On the one
hand, this centralized approach may limit the autonomy of the individ-
ual robots to some extent, as their ability to make globally informed
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Fig. 4. Proposed software cyber–physical system design and data flow diagram.

decisions may be limited without access to the live map generated
by the central node. On the other hand, it allows for efficient data
management and minimizes the network load. Our system is designed
to be flexible to allow each robot to have access to the live map if
necessary. This adaptability allows for a balance between autonomy
and communication overhead, enabling the robots to benefit from
global information while minimizing the network load associated with
transmitting map fragments.

In a live teleoperation scenario, the digital twin user interface
will be the primary point of contact between the robots and the
operators; reflecting the current state of the robots in the physical
environment and the coverage of the generated 3D map. This signifies
that data accuracy and perceivability must always be preserved while
maintaining the lowest latency possible. Finally, the human operator
provides its desired navigation and perception commands through the
user interface and information is relayed back to the physical instances;
closing the loop and attaining bi-directional communication.

Further details regarding the key components of the proposed CPS’s
overall communication architecture and integration are detailed in the
subsequent sections.

2.2. Physical twin

The physical twin represents the real-world physical mission envi-
ronment, such as the spatial building structure, as well as the phys-
ical instances of robots, sensors, and other assets containing useful
information from the actual mission environment.
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Fig. 5. Elements of physical twin.

To facilitate effective cooperative inspection missions, it comprises a
heterogeneous multi-robot fleet with complementary skills consisting of
wheeled, legged robot, and aerial robots, as depicted in Fig. 5, equipped
with sensors like 3D Lidars, depth cameras, wheel encoders, and IMUs.
These sensors pave the way for robots to enable foundational function-
alities such as mapping, localization, and navigation for autonomous
inspection capabilities.

2.3. Digital twin

The digital twin is a virtual representation or synthetic environment,
synchronized with the real asset and receiving live updates. Digital
twins can be used in various ways, such as to develop and test new
algorithms quickly and in a manner that simulates the real robot.
Utilizing a digital twin in the context of multi-robot inspection can
lead to better and more efficient systems by allowing operators to
understand the robots’ locations and next steps to monitor and map
the environment, while also allowing for human interaction through a
digital twin interface. This can aid operators in deciding and scheduling
inspections based on previous results. In this study, we use the digital
twin to build a unified 3D mapping and characterization of the envi-
ronment utilizing multi-modal sensor data from 3D lidar and visual
depth cameras in a complementary manner, and providing remote
teleoperation through a virtual joystick with real-time updates of the
environment’s video streams and 3D maps. Together, they provide a
human operator with a complete view and control of the inspection
environment, and more information will be provided in the upcoming
sections.

2.3.1. Heterogeneous multi-robot 3D mapping
The use of multi-robot systems in various fields has increased the

demand for 2D and 3D multi-mapping solutions, which has been ex-
tensively studied in literature. Two general approaches are used to
enable fleets of robots to create a unified and unique map of the
environment: exchanging sensory data or exchanging locally created
submaps between robots. However, the map merging or fusion method
with unknown initial positions of the robots is a challenging problem
and requires a global map integration step to collect and merge the
individual maps created by each robot.

Various studies have focused on finding alignments between indi-
vidual maps for both stitching 2D maps [48,49] and 3D maps [50,51].
Alternatively, scan-matching approaches have been used for multi-
robot 2D [52,53] or 3D SLAM [54]. In hazardous and challenging
real-life scenarios, it is often possible to know the initial positions of the
robots. In this work, we therefore consider a multi-robot 3D octomap by
matching the 3D scans through incremental mapping serially for each
robot, unlike traditional SLAM approaches. Octomap is a 3D occupancy
grid mapping approach [55] that uses a hierarchical data structure
called an octree [56] and a geometric modeling method called octree
encoding [57]. The proposed architecture for the multi-octomapping
algorithm is outlined in Fig. 6. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the system
is centralized such that point cloud messages transmitted by multiple
robots are processed sequentially using a queue, and voxels are updated
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Fig. 6. The proposed architecture of the multi octomapping algorithm.

accordingly. The results obtained from the mapping algorithm are then
immediately updated in the graphical user interface described in the
subsequent section.

2.3.2. Graphical user interface (GUI)
In the context of remote inspections, it is crucial to have viewing

systems to monitor and control the tasks. Graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) are needed to interact with the digital twin, allowing opera-
tors to monitor the status of the entire fleet and execute multi-robot
missions. There are various open-source software projects and commer-
cially licensed products available, such as Webviz [58], Rosboard [59],
Rosshow [60], Foxglove [61], Formant [62], Rocos [63], and Freedom
Robotics [64], that offer web-based dashboards or portals for interac-
tive, multimodal data visualization, control, and debugging of varying
capability and scale. However, these tools do not fully meet the specific
needs for controlling a robot fleet for efficient multi-robot mission
operations.

To address this, we developed an intuitive, and simple Robot Oper-
ating System (ROS) Rqt GUI [65] based on the Python binding of the
Qt cross-platform framework. Rqt is a plugin development framework
that includes a common and robot plugin suite that can be used on or
off the robot runtime. It allows for managing all windows on a single
screen and turning your own Qt widgets into Rqt plugins with multi-
language support. Additionally, while Rqt can communicate directly
with ROS messages, these messages need to be formatted by the ROS
bridge server package [66] for use in web applications.

In summary, we have designed a unified Rqt-based user interface
that seamlessly integrates existing plugins for multi-robot team inspec-
tions. The interface features teleoperation tools for controlling the fleet,
a multi-modal 3D environment view, real-time logging, and live sensor
visualizations from the fleet’s visual and geometric sensors. The Rqt
user interface, depicted in Fig. 7, is composed of five windows.

1. Video stream window: using the rqt_image_view plugin [67],
this window shows all available live video streams provided in
a dropdown menu.

2. Primary Rviz window: using the rqt_rviz plugin [68], this win-
dow displays the 3D multi-robot mapping of the environment,
providing an overview of the fleet and live sensor visualizations,
76
Fig. 7. Rqt-based user interface interacting with robots during their runtime: (1) live
video or camera image frame, (2) Rviz 3D visualization window (e.g., 3D multi map
visualization) (3) secondary Rviz window (top view) (4) Logging and status window,
(5) remote teleoperation window.

such as point clouds and tf messages, gathered from the fleet
members’ visual or geometric sensors.

3. Secondary Rviz window: similar to the primary Rviz window,
but with a top-view perspective.

4. Logging and status window: using the rqt_multiplot plugin [69],
this window provides multiple 2D plots and a status log for fleet
health conditions such as acknowledgment, battery status, and
connectivity.

5. Remote teleoperation window: this window allows for operat-
ing a single robot team member via a virtual joystick, linking
each robot command velocity message and providing speed
information similar to a car speedometer.

After describing the graphical user interface, the next section of
the paper explains how a digital tissue component enables the user
interface and the physical environment to exchange data in real-time
with efficiency and low latency, ensuring smooth inspection operations.

2.4. Digital tissue

The term ‘‘digital tissue’’ refer to the communication infrastructure
and networking of systems in which physical and digital twins are
established, also known as cyber–physical fabric [70]. This is yet
another critical component of cyber–physical systems that is in charge
of efficiently feeding the enormous amount of data generated by the
physical twin into digital twins.

One challenge in meeting these requirements is limited commu-
nication bandwidth and latency for data transmission, which varies
depending on network type as shown in Table 1. The maximum the-
oretical bandwidth for traditional Wi-Fi ranges from 11 Mbps to 600
Mbps depending on the generation [71], while 4G (LTE) can reach 1
Gbps and 5G can reach 10 Gbps depending on network conditions [72].
Bandwidth capacity can be improved through 4G/5G networks, but
there will still be a need for smart bandwidth management due to the
bounded bandwidth limitations.

Another challenge is ensuring reliable, resilient, and scalable com-
munication coverage so that we can stay in control of the robot and
timely data transmission. In the study, the ROS distributed computing
middleware is deployed as a software communication infrastructure to
make multi-robot fleets ready for cooperative inspection tasks with a
digital twin.
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Table 1
Maximum theoretical bandwidths of different network types.

Network type Bandwidth

Traditional Wi-Fi 11 Mbps to 600 Mbps
4G (LTE) 1 Gbps
5G 10 Gbps

Fig. 8. Wi-Fi communication infrastructure.

2.4.1. Communication infrastructure
As part of the networking infrastructure configuration, Fig. 8 il-

lustrates a wireless local area network (WLAN) without internet con-
nection, to which two devices will be connected. In this scenario,
the computers use the standard (802.11) Wi-Fi network provided by
a wireless modem router. The available bandwidth on the local net-
work is measured using the iperf network performance tool [73]. The
tool operates in server mode on one computer, sending data to the
remote computer, which runs in client mode to receive data from
the server. Results of the experiments showed that the maximum
achievable bandwidth on the local network was 60 Mbps.

Tables 2 and 3 shows the individual and total approximate band-
width consumption of each robot types, which varies due to the het-
erogeneous nature of the robots and their different sensors and config-
urations. While type A refers to wheeled robots equipped with 3D lidar
operating at 10 Hz, type B, legged and aerial indicates robots fitted with
depth cameras operating at 30 Hz.

The bandwidth requirement of 874.659 MB/s equivalent to 6.997
Gbps (1 MB/s is 0.008Gbps), in the multi-robot fleet ecosystem em-
phasizes the need for efficient polling, management, and optimization
of bandwidth to ensure scalable coexistence during operation. The
next section explores scalable and low-latency communication net-
works through techniques such as downsampling, compression, and
bandwidth management for efficient data transmission.

2.4.2. Downsampling point cloud data
As the number of robots in the fleet increases, the load on the

communication channel also increases, impacting communication. It
is important to have efficient methods for transmitting bandwidth-
intensive data types, such as point clouds, RGB, and depth image data,
without slowing down the system too much, so that the mission is not
affected by message delays or loss. On the other hand, other lightweight
message types, such as odometry, IMU, and transformations, have a
negligible effect on bandwidth usage.

One way to manage bandwidth consumption is to make smart use of
the data by using techniques to reduce the amount of data that is sent.
For example, point cloud streams captured from RGB-D sensors have
a high resolution (640 × 480) and density of points, which occupy a
significant amount of resources. A typical RGB-D point cloud streaming
at 30 frames per second (Hz) results in a bandwidth of approximately
2.06 Gbps, equivalent to 640 * 480 pixels * 28 bytes per point (bpp) * 8
bits * 30 Hz, where each point is described with 7 float values (x, y, z,
r, g, b, intensity), totaling 28 bytes [74]. Therefore, point cloud streams
are commonly filtered [75,76] using methods such as outlier and noise
removal, smoothing, and downsampling to reduce the density of the 3D
point cloud data.
77
One common method of downsampling is the voxelized grid ap-
proach (voxel grid filtering), which divides the space into a 3D voxel
grid (i.e., a set of cubes with a fixed size in space) and retains only the
centroids, which are averages of point distribution within the voxels.
This ensures a consistent level of detail or uniform resolution across
the entire point cloud. The downsampling rate can be controlled by
adjusting the voxel size along each dimension. Smaller voxels allow for
finer degree downsampling, but this comes at a greater processing cost
and a larger output point cloud. Additionally, octree grid filter may
also be a way to implement voxel grid filtering method that uses less
memory [76].

2.4.3. Compressing point cloud data
When point cloud streams need to be transmitted or saved through

channels with limited bandwidth, it becomes crucial to use compression
techniques in addition to data minimization techniques. The octree-
based [77] and kd-tree-based Google Draco compression schemes [78]
offer the ability to compress and decompress 3D point clouds. In
this study, we use the Draco-based implementation of the point_cloud
_transport package1, which utilizes better performance for the storage
of point clouds [79] and a lossless compression method, as opposed to
the lossy octree compression method used by PCL [80].

The task of compressing and decompressing is accomplished by
two distinct machines as depicted in Fig. 8. One machine represents
the local device or instance of the robot (physical twin), while the
other represents the remote device (digital twin). The local system
generates point cloud data and publishes a compressed form of it,
and the remote machine decompresses the data and republishes it for
further processing. This results in faster data transmission and lower
network bandwidth usage.

2.4.4. Bandwidth manager
A network traffic monitoring tool, also known as a bandwidth

manager, is necessary to ensure that the actual bandwidth requirements
match the available bandwidth in the event of an overload. Addition-
ally, it is crucial for systems with multiple robots to share bandwidth
effectively to prevent the communication channel from consuming
more bandwidth than the system can handle. One way of achieving
this is to control the frequency of topics that publish data and send
only the data that is needed at certain points in the mission. Therefore,
a dynamic bandwidth management strategy is used by optimizing the
frequency of topics to deal with the bandwidth bottleneck caused by a
large amount of data to be transmitted.

The approach is based on the existing framework in Ref. [81] and
involves expressing the bandwidth consumption and frequencies as a
linear optimization problem constrained to the available bandwidth as
described in Eq. (1). The constraints on the available bandwidth allow
for higher priority topics to have a higher frequency remaining within
the available bandwidth limit. In other words, the bandwidth manager
looks at the current message’s length and how often it is being sent
and figures out a new frequency rate based on its current priority.
The priorities of all robots are initially set to 0. When the robots get
to their mission area and the operator and mapping algorithm need
more frequent feedback, the priorities are changed to high, which is
1. In the event that the robots finish their routes, the priorities are
changed back to 0. By effectively sensing the remote environment using
an approach based on environmental events and providing more band-
width for higher priority messages, the operator can gain near-real-time
capability of what is happening in a remote area .

Managed topics are chosen from sensory data which are bandwidth
intensive and contribute to the mapping process, such as point clouds
generated by 3D lidar and depth camera sensors. 4% of the bandwidth

1 https://github.com/paplhjak/point_cloud_transport
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Table 2
Approximate individual bandwidth requirements for physical twin fleet robots in a network based on sensory, joint, and
odometry data system settings.

Bandwidth consumption

Robots Point cloud data (MB/s) Joint states + odom (MB/s)

min max Hz min max Hz

Type A 2.85 4.50 10.0 0.046 0.048 50.0
Type B 280.0 290.0 30.0 0.046 0.048 50.0
Legged 280.0 290.0 30.0 0.046 0.048 40.0
Aerial 280.0 290.0 30.0 0.021 0.023 30.0
Multi-robot fleet 842.85 874.50 0.159 0.167
Table 3
Approximate maximum total bandwidth requirements.

Robots Bandwidth
consumption (max)
(MB/s)

Network speed
(Gbps)

Type A 4.546 0.0363
Type B 290.046 2.32
Legged 290.046 2.32
Aerial 290.021 2.32
Multi-robot fleet 874.659 6.996

Fig. 9. The physical environment and robots. (a) Robotics and AI Collaboration
laboratory (RAICo Labs). (b) The physical instances of robots.

is set aside for messages that are not managed based on the analy-
sis outcomes in [47], like giving tasks and controlling to robots as
well as publishing odometry data. That ensures only part of the total
bandwidth is used in the calculation topic frequencies.
𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
message_length𝑖 ⋅ frequency𝑖 ≤ available_bandwidth (1)

3. Experimental setup

We designed and conducted experiments to verify and demon-
strate the feasibility of the proposed CPS architecture that meets the
requirements of heterogeneous multi-robot inspection. In a simulation-
based experiment, a fleet of robots will explore or scan the unknown
environment and gather data for the purpose of 3D environmental
construction to be used in planning future inspection missions.
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3.1. Case study

The experiment focuses on a heterogeneous multi-robot inspection
mission in a realistic and representative industrial environment. How-
ever, due to resource access limitations, we recreated the physical
environment and robots in a virtual or simulation environment, repli-
cating the physical twin shown in Fig. 9 as a virtual environment as
depicted in Fig. 10. The implementation was carried out using the
ROS middleware framework and Gazebo simulation tool on a local
area network. The Gazebo simulation environment has been set up
with a 3D model of a new robotics and AI collaboration laboratory
(RAICo Labs) in Whitehaven. The facility was initiated to help the
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority meet its grant challenge [82] by
developing robotics and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. The
simulation world model is approximately 20 m by 15 m and 2 m above
the ground level. It consists of three separate area fences installed with
industrial equipment and tools. Fig. 10 shows the environment simu-
lated in Gazebo and demonstrates the task allocation for cooperative
inspection operations using the multi-robot fleets, which each have
different locomotion capabilities.

The robot team consists of two wheeled robots, one legged robot,
and one aerial robot: the wheeled Agilex Scout2.0 and Clearpath Jackal,
the legged Champ robot [83], and a small surveillance micro aerial
vehicle called Iris, along with their sensors. Scout 2.0 and Jackal
are both four-wheeled, differential-drive ground robots equipped with
encoders on their wheels and an IMU for odometry calculation. Scout
2.0 is equipped with a 3D laser with a range of 100 m and a sample
size of 1875 @ 10 Hz. Jackal has a depth camera for creating a 3D
map of its surroundings. Champ, a quadruped robot, and Iris, a small
air vehicle, both have an IMU and a depth camera and are controlled
by Lee’s hierarchical control algorithm [84] and the Pixhawk flight
controller [85], respectively. All the robots have the same depth camera
specification, capable of acquiring data at 640 × 480 @ 30 Hz with a
range of 5 cm to 18 m. Tasks are assigned based on their two and three-
dimensional navigation capabilities among the fleet of robots and will
be overseen and controlled by a dedicated remote operator with shared
autonomy.

The digital twin generates multiple routes (a colorful path of arrows
as shown in Fig. 14(a)) by sequentially reading from predefined way
points stored in separate files labeled as route1, route2, route3, and
route4, each determining the path for individual robots. Once the
digital twin assigns these routes, the robot team concurrently and
autonomously navigates to the next waypoint along their trajectory
until reaching their destination. The developed controller uses the
current locations of the robots according to the robot’s odometry and
sends commands to each robot separately to go to the next waypoint in
the route. This way, we take advantage of each robot’s environmental
coverage path with their complementary skills. Furthermore, we use
the shared autonomy approach to enable the operator to guide the
robot at any time using a robot teleoperation tool (e.g., virtual joystick,
visualization) via the user interface by switching incoming velocity
commands from the user or controller.

The operator monitors the fleet of robots as it is doing its mission
of 3D mapping scenario of an unknown facility using data brought
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Fig. 10. Start of the mission with each robot in a simulated view of the proposed autonomous multi-robot remote inspection scenario. The target routes are shown in yellow, red,
green, and purple, where each robot inspects a separate fenced area.
together from various sensors, robots, and network states, as shown
in Fig. 7: (1) a live camera feed, (2) 3D mapping, (3) odometry, (4)
lidar data, (5) battery, and (6) bandwidth and latency. The provided
information lets the user intuitively operate the robot in an integrated
3D environment while avoiding obstacles when needed.

Additionally, to address resource access limitations, we have repli-
cated the real-world environment in a virtual simulation (see 2.2) so
that the physical twin is run on a master node machine with an Intel
i7-11800H CPU at 2.30 GHz and 16 GB RAM, using Ubuntu 20.04
and ROS Noetic as shown in Fig. 8. On the remote operator side, the
digital twin components, including multi-robot mapping computation
and user interface features, are executed on a laptop with an Intel
i7-4700HQ@2.40 GHz processor and 16 GB memory, running Ubuntu
18.04 with ROS Melodic, which serves as the follower node.

3.2. Network performance metrics

Network performance metrics are used to evaluate the scalability
of the system and the real-time performance of the transfer of data.
The following network analysis metrics are used to assess the network
performance of the CPS framework.

1. Bandwidth and publishing rate measurements:
Bandwidth and publishing rate, or frequency, are two commonly
used metrics in network performance. Frequency, measured in
Hz, is the rate of messages, and bandwidth, measured in MB/s,
is the potential amount of data that can be transmitted in
a network channel [86]. Monitoring both metrics provides a
more complete understanding of network resources, allowing for
identification of performance bottlenecks and latency. The ros-
topic command-line tool [87] and iperf bandwidth measurement
tool are used to measure frequency, determine the consumed
bandwidth, and estimate the total available bandwidth.

2. Latency measurements: There are different kinds of delays in
a computer network, such as transmission delay, propagation
delay, queuing delay, and processing delay. All of these are
included in to the computation of the end-to-end delay [88]. The
transmission delay, which identifies the amount of time it takes
to reach an entire packet through the link. The transmission
latency is taken into account for our mobility scenarios, as
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Fig. 11. Downsampling rate of voxel grid filters in relation to consumed bandwidth
for varying voxel sizes.

other kinds of delays are not affected by the mobility of the
system [89]. It is measured using the rostopic tool to have
complete knowledge about message-level transmissions.

4. Results

The proposed CPS architecture was evaluated through realistic sim-
ulation experiments, including a series of scalability analyses with
multi-robot fleets. Fig. 11 illustrates average amount of consumed
bandwidth of multi-robot fleets depending on the different size of
voxels. This was a good compromise of reducing required average
consumed bandwidth of cyber–physical robot fleets. Smaller voxel size
in downsampling typically leads to better preservation of information
from the original point cloud. After experimentation, a reasonable voxel
size of 10 cm was found for robots, except for Scout 2.0 where 1 cm
was found to be more effective in retaining the original point cloud’s
information.

Fig. 12 illustrates the compression performance of the reduction
in required average bandwidth of point cloud streams downsampled
at various voxel sizes and compressed using Draco. Table 4 provides
a summary of the statistics for processing point cloud data prior to
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Table 4
Bandwidth consumptions results of processing point cloud data (voxel size = 10 cm).

Raw point cloud MB/s Filtered point cloud MB/s Compressed point cloud MB/s

min max Hz min max Hz min max Hz

Scout 2.0 2.85 4.50 10 2.1 2.69 10 0.37 0.46 10
Jackal 280.0 290.0 30 22.14 22.57 30 4.12 4.44 30
Legged 280.0 290.0 30 10.32 12.47 30 1.67 2.47 30
Aerial 280.0 290.0 30 10.53 12.64 30 1.8 2.7 30

Total 842.85 874.50 45.09 50.37 8.01 10.07
Table 5
Network performance measurements.

Consumed
bandwidth
(MB/s)

Latency (ms)

avg max std avg max std

Multi-robot fleet scenarios
Scout 1.195 1.65 0.27 39.0 42.0 28.0
Scout + Jackal 4.70 4.74 0.01 41.0 45.0 28.0
Scout + Jackal + Aerial 5.3 5.67 0.12 43.0 58.0 39.0
Scout + Jackal + Aerial + Legged 4.80 6.57 3.02 52.0 65.0 9.71

Fig. 12. Comparison of filtered and compressed multi-robot point cloud streams.

transmission for each robot. The data is filtered using a 10 cm voxel
grid and compressed using Draco.

As seen in Table 4, the bandwidth consumption for each robot varies
based on the clutter in the environment and their sensor configurations.
These results validate the processing method’s efficiency, resulting in a
significant reduction in transmitted data.

In addition to processing point clouds, the performance of the
bandwidth management algorithm is evaluated. Table 6 displays the
frequencies and distribution of bandwidth consumed, aiming at max-
imizing utilization. The bandwidth manager optimizes consumption
by dynamically dividing available bandwidth among robots and as-
signing frequencies. During the experiment, available bandwidth was
around 60 Mbps, and the minimum and maximum frequencies are kept
between 1 and 30 Hz.

Table 5 compares the network performance of a demonstration of
multi-robot fleet scenarios on different scales with increasing numbers
of robots. The bandwidth manager ensures the system stays within
bandwidth limits, resulting in latencies of less than 100 ms for each
scenario. Finally, Fig. 14 provides a top-down views of heterogeneous
multi-robot mapping, showing octree maps of the environment at a
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resolution of 0.1 m.
5. Discussion

The evaluation of the CPS in a multi-robot fleet showed in Fig. 11
that the bandwidth requirement is reduced from 874.50 MB/s to 44.55
MB/s (94.90%) or by a factor of 19.62 by downsampling the point
cloud data with a voxel size of 10 cm. The combination of down-
sampling and compression resulted in further reduction, leading to a
significant decrease in data from 874.50 MB/s to 8.71 MB/s (99%). The
results in Fig. 12 allow one to adjust the downsampling rate and/or the
use of compression techniques accordingly.

Fig. 13 illustrates how bandwidth consumption increases with the
number of robots without the use of bandwidth management for robot
types A and B. Type A refers to robots equipped with 3D lidar operating
at a maximum data rate of approximately 3.68 Mbps (0.46 MB/s),
while type B indicates robots fitted with depth cameras operating at
a maximum data rate of approximately 25.04 Mbps (3.13 MB/s - the
average of jackal, legged and aerial robots), as shown in Table 4.

The choice of robot type can significantly impact the size of the
deployable fleet. If bandwidth is a limiting factor, using robots with
lower data rates, such as type A, would allow for a larger fleet. For
example, given an available bandwidth of 60 Mbps, up to 16 robots
of type A could be deployed, while the number of deployable robots
of type B would be limited to two. On the other hand, if the vision
capabilities of the robots are more important, then fewer robots of a
higher data rate type, such as type B, could be deployed. To optimize
the size of the fleet, a combination of both types of robots can also be
considered, striking a balance between vision capabilities and fleet size.

Additionally, bandwidth management techniques can further en-
hance fleet optimization. A type of bandwidth management techniques,
which involves controlling frequencies, enhances the system’s real-time
capability to adapt to changing conditions and operational priorities,
while avoiding exceeding the available bandwidth. Nine steps, given
in Table 6, demonstrate the coordination of bandwidth usage among
robots. Steps 1–5 prioritize equal bandwidth usage across the fleet
to maximize utilization when all robots are active. Steps 6–9 show
the reduction of priority and frequency for each robot as it completes
its mission. The frequency of the aerial robot is reduced to 1 Hz in
Step 6, followed by Scout2, Legged, and Jackal in Steps 7, 8, and
9, respectively. The remaining active robots then share the allocated
frequencies.

The centralized approach of the framework may result in challenges
with reliability and resiliency in large areas due to interference from
structures, obstacles, and wireless devices. To improve coverage and
increase resiliency, wireless mesh networks [90] and decentralized
communication techniques can be used, allowing for dynamic con-
nection and disconnection capabilities. The bandwidth management
algorithm allocates frequencies based on the assumption of prior knowl-
edge of total bandwidth, but in physical settings, physical and digital
twin connectivity can be affected by various factors, such as wireless
connection settings and signal strength. Thus, experiments in real-world
scenarios requires the approximation of prior knowledge of bandwidth.

As the results suggest, smart data management, not necessarily
5G/6G technology, is the key in overcoming bandwidth limitations
and the increasing number of robots in a multi-robot fleet. To ensure
seamless communication and control, the system must provide ade-

quate bidirectional bandwidth and low latency for all active robots
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Table 6
Frequencies and bandwidth usage during experimental scenario with available bandwidth of 60 Mbps (7.50 MB/s).

Step Scout Jackal Legged Aerial

Freq. (Hz) Band-
width
(MB/s)

Band-
width
(%)

Freq. (Hz) Band-
width
(MB/s)

Band-
width
(%)

Freq. (Hz) Band-
width
(MB/s)

Band-
width
(%)

Freq. (Hz) Band-
width
(MB/s)

Band-
width
(%)

1 30.0 1.01 13.47 13.15 1.87 25.0 30.0 1.81 24.18 28.02 1.87 25.0
2 30.0 1.00 13.38 13.49 1.87 25.0 29.52 1.87 25.0 27.73 1.87 25.0
3 30.0 1.45 19.34 25.11 1.87 25.0 30.0 1.87 25.0 22.07 1.87 25.0
4 30.0 1.63 21.75 23.42 1.87 25.0 30.0 0.66 8.92 28.15 1.87 25.0
5 30.0 1.40 18.79 26.31 1.87 25.0 30.0 1.73 23.17 25.06 1.87 25.0
6 30.0 1.50 20.09 30.0 1.70 22.78 30.0 1.35 18.13 1.0 0.05 0.76
7 1.0 0.04 0.56 30.0 1.48 19.82 30.0 1.31 17.53 1.0 0.06 0.81
8 1.0 0.04 0.55 30.0 2.09 27.89 1.0 0.03 0.5 1.0 0.06 0.81
9 1.0 0.04 0.55 1.0 0.08 1.06 1.0 0.03 0.48 1.0 0.06 0.81
Fig. 13. Maximum number of deployable robots for both types A and B, given a 60 Mbps bandwidth and assuming uniform bandwidth distribution.
ccessing the network simultaneously. This can be achieved through
urther elegant data usage that can adapt to changing environments
nd bandwidth constraints, such as trigger or change detection, priority
chemes based on speed and distance to obstacles [81], and other
andwidth optimization strategies.

Moreover, low latency is crucial for multi-robot fleets to meet
he requirements of interoperability, near real-time visualization, and
igh-rate control. The level of autonomy and latency needs can be
etermined based on the predicted inspection tasks and facilities. For
nstance, conditional autonomy (level 3) [91] may be preferred for
xploring hazardous environments, as it enables the digital twin or
uman operator to identify multiple inspection routes.

. Conclusion

Inspection robots play a crucial role in the operation and mainte-
ance of asset management activities. Additionally, the development
f a cyber–physical system for remote operation of these robots has the
otential to provide many benefits to the field. By incorporating a fleet
f heterogeneous robots with different navigation capabilities, such as
heeled, legged, and aerial, these robots can efficiently and accurately

dentify and perform cooperative repeated and subsequent inspection
asks in a wide range of industrial environments.

In our prior work [47], we developed a synchronous digital twin
latform using a ground robot in a 3D mapping of a real-world scenario.
his paper presents a cyber–physical architecture that addresses key
omponents to ensure successful implementation and scalable gover-
ance of multi-robot fleets. This framework combines individual robots
nto a useful fleet with seamless communication to provide increased
alue to inspection missions. Eventually, this system of systems will
ecome a valuable and integrated solution where operators can monitor
nd manage an autonomous fleet of robots as they perform their
issions. The proposed architecture includes putting off-the-shelf tech-
iques together in a unique way by assessing and managing bandwidth
o have low-latency communication networks that are scalable to sup-
ort cooperative inspection missions and synchronous bi-directional
ata provision across multi-robot fleets, the addition of digital twin
echnology, and heterogeneous multi-robot 3D mapping. The human
perator can acquire common 3D map streams and visualize data of the
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unknown environment through a digital twin interface with real-time
communication, allowing for usable supervisory control. This frame-
work has the potential to significantly improve overall productivity,
aid in better and more efficient mission planning, enhance inspection
and maintenance across various industrial applications, and support the
long-term health of employees by reducing the risks of accidents, and
the costs associated with them.

One limitation of the proposed cyber–physical architecture is that
it may not fully address the resiliency of the communication network
in the environments in which the robots are operating. This could lead
to unexpected issues or challenges during implementation and use of
the multi-robot fleets. To address this issue, decentralized, resilient
multi-robot networks with dynamic connection and disconnection ca-
pabilities, such as those using advanced multi-master ROS networks like
nimbro-networks [92] and Pound [93], can be tolerant to communica-
tion disruptions or failures. Also, packet loss prediction strategies can
be used to compensate for dropped or missed packets.

Our vision for the future includes fleets of autonomous robots living
within operating sites such as nuclear power plants or offshore wind
farms, running long-term inspection missions. To support this robot
ecosystem, robots specialized in different tasks or equipped with dif-
ferent sensors and tools can contribute to the sustainability effects. For
example, one robot may be equipped with cameras and sensors to cap-
ture data about the environment, while another robot may be equipped
with tools to perform maintenance and repairs. Future research will ex-
tend our approach with long-distance experiments, real-world testing,
and industry adoption. Smart data management with AI and predic-
tion capabilities, combined with data minimization techniques such as
downsampling and compression, could further reduce bandwidth usage
and enhance reliability for fleets of robots. The implementation of a
Data Distribution Service (DDS) on the ROS2 platform will be explored
to enhance multi-robot communication networking. Furthermore, we
will focus on understanding the semantic level of asset management
activities within inspection, maintenance and repair, such as identi-
fying categories of objects and materials in scenes, semantic labeling
of 3D scene models, identifying areas that need regular inspection,
and verifying the state of the facility before it becomes accessible to
humans.
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Fig. 14. A top-down view of heterogeneous multi-robot 3D voxel grid map (resolution
0.05 m). The trajectories of legged yellow, scout green, Jackal red, UAV purple.
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